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Mathematical model of time dependent of Persian Gulf circulation
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Time dependent ocean circulation is studied in a simple half-bounded-ocean (Persian Gulf).The model solves the vorticity 
equation which includes pressure gradient force, corilis force,friction force and component of unsteady wind stress. The 

ocean model used is for a uniform incompressible and homogeneous sheet of semi-confined fluid. Both the linear response and 
the steady non-linear circulation are considered. First the free oscillations (normal modes) are considered and results show that 
each normal mode includes a travelling wave (with phase speed always toward the west),and circulations are cells of vertical 
motion. The resulting cell move westward, alternatively increasing and decreasing in size. The equation is solved with the effect 
of forcing function which consists of a travelling wave passing over the ocean in three cases. Case one, when forcing frequency 
lies within the range of the characteristic frequencies of the ocean basin. In case two, the forcing frequency is much larger than 
the frequency of normal mode. Case three, when forcing frequency is smaller than the normal mode frequency, linear response is 
an oscillating boundary layer in the coastal boundaries and in another boundaries it is a travelling wave moving in the direction 
of forcing wave. Non-linear response consists of two cells. Thus the symmetry, structure, sense, and strength of circulations are 
strongly frequency dependent. Although, the results seem to be consistent with the observation, but one requires to use a more 
realistic model such as the numerical ones including possibly the baroclinicity. (e.g. a two- layer).
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